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SPECIAL FEATURE VIEW ON MED ED

t has been a year since Pfizer rocked the CME
sector by announcing it would no longer fund
physician CME programs provided by third-
party medical education and communications

companies. Other major pharma companies
quickly followed with pledges to either end third-
party funding or to disclose when third-party
funding was used in their CME activities. On the
provider side, communications companies have
spun off their medical education units in an effort
to establish a clear boundary between their pro-
motional businesses and their CME operations.

These moves were prompted mainly as a
result of revised guidelines issued by the Accredi-
tation Council for Continuing Medical Education
(ACCME) calling for more stringent monitoring
and disclosure of commercial involvement in CME. 

ACCME, a nonprofit accrediting body for orga-
nizations that produce CME in the United States,
provides recommendations for the funding through
its Standards for Commercial Support. Among other
requirements, the ACCME standards mandate that
all of those involved in the development and pre-
sentation of CME activities must disclose relevant
financial relationships with commercial interests, and
that anyone who refuses to disclose is disqualified
from planning or teaching CME activities.

However, experts note that the revised
ACCME guidelines are only part of the impetus
behind the changes roiling the CME sector. Chris
Bogan, CEO of Best Practices, notes that there are
a number of factors behind the recent decline in
overall CME funding, not the least of which is the
persistently sluggish U.S. economy, which has caused
companies to rethink overall funding at all levels.

“It’s not just the Pfizer issue: it’s Pfizer plus the
overall public debate, the scrutiny, the regulatory
issues, the change in healthcare,” Mr. Bogan says.
“Even support for larger scientific societies and
medical associations that deliver forms of CME is
being closely scrutinized.”

Some of this scrutiny is coming from the gov-
ernment. During a hearing on conflicts of interest
in CME held in July by the U.S. Senate Special
Committee on Aging, ACCME Chief Executive
Murray Kopelow, M.D., outlined some of the steps
taken by the ACCME in recent months to
strengthen its standards enforcement and increase
the system’s transparency and accountability. These
include the development of a Web portal for col-
lecting up-to-date program content and financing
data from CME providers and an acceleration of
its enforcement process for accredited CME
providers found to be out of compliance with
Standards for Commercial Support.

Mr. Bogan views the greater transparency as a
positive in the long run, but observes that in the
short term, it has created funding pressures on
smaller organizations and projects that now have
to follow a much more formalized grant process. 

“Smaller projects — $1,000 or $2,000 activi-
ties, talks, or roundtables, for example — are being
squeezed because of the greater effort involved in
having to make a grant request,” he says. “At that
level, it probably discourages some groups and
types of programs from even applying for funding.”

CONTROVERSIAL PROPOSAL

Earlier this year, ACCME solicited feedback on
its proposed policy of differentiating CME pro-
grams that include relationships with the industry
from those that do not. The proposal includes the
creation of a new designation and review process
for providers that wish to identify their program of
CME as one that does not use funds from com-
mercial interests that have been donated to sup-
port continuing medical education, such as com-
mercial support-free. Standards suggested for this
designation include not accepting any commercial
support for any CME activity, or any part of a CME
program, and not using funds from advertising or

The Devil
is in the Details

by Carolyn Gretton

promotion, paid by an ACCME-defined commer-
cial interest, to underwrite the costs of CME.

A common theme emerging from the com-
ments ACCME published on its Website is that
while identifying commercial support-free CME is
a good idea, its execution may prove difficult. 

In his comment to ACCME on the proposal,
Jeffrey Uppington, M.B.B.S., a member of the Cali-

The ongoing effort by accreditation and monitoring groups 

to separate commercial interests from continuing medical education (CME) funding 

appears to be raising as many questions as answers.

I

If CME is differentiated by funding, such
as commercial support-free or
 commercial-supported, then 
everyone would be able to 
clearly see if there are quality
and  content-type differences
between different programs. 

Chris Bogan
Best Practices
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fornia Society of Anesthesiologists and a faculty
member of an academic department that orga-
nizes annual CME review courses, notes: “It is not
clear in the proposal whether the designation
applies only to a specific program offered, or if a
provider that offers multiple CME programs
would be regarded as polluted for all programs,
even if unrestricted educational funding was
received only for a single program.

“In either event, the CSA and I believe these
restrictions would limit our ability, as an ACCME-
accredited CME provider, to provide high-quality
and relevant CME programs to our members and
to the practitioners our review course serves,” Dr.
Uppington adds.

Mary Manna Anderson, president of HLS, a
CommonHealth company, says today, 90 of 125
U.S. academic medical centers now have policies
regarding physician-industry interactions. 

“Such policies limit activity, as well as compen-
sation, to an average of $15,000 to $20,000 per
pharma company — not brand,” she says. “Pharma
companies frequently engage national opinion
leaders as consultants, advisors, and, to some
extent, faculty trainers and speakers. These new
dollar limits will necessitate that companies engage
national opinion leaders more strategically and
engage more regional and local opinion leaders in
private practice.” (For more information, please

see the VIEW on Increased Regulation and Mature
Web Technology: Fertile Ground for a New Gen-
eration of Clinical Opinion Leader Engagements.)

In her comment to ACCME, Sandra J.P. Dennis,
deputy general counsel for healthcare for the
Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO),
expresses concern that creating this kind of strat-
ification of CME programs could impact the qual-
ity and availability of CME as a whole. 

“A designation process suggesting that there is
an unsubstantiated problem with these activities
could reduce learner participation, resulting in
reduced interest in commercial support for CME
and a decrease in overall activities,” Ms. Dennis notes.
“BIO agrees with the ACCME’s belief that CME is a
strategic asset, and therefore we encourage the
ACCME to focus on how to meet this goal through
the current accreditation process.”

Mr. Bogan’s view on the proposal is twofold. “I
do like the idea of the designation because I think it
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Rather than pulling the plug on a vital source of CME funding,
the primary beneficiaries of CME — physicians and
patients — would be best served by continued
improvements to course availability, offerings,
and content through increased collaboration among medical
and academic organizations, the pharmaceutical industry, 
CME providers, and accreditation bodies. 
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“commercial support-free” label for CME appears
to reinforce this view. In its comment to ACCME,
The American Academy of Family Physicians
(AAFP) notes the proposed designation “conflicts
with ACCME’s recent position on external funding
and creates a perception of quality CME based on
a hierarchy of funding source.” 

The AAFP comment further observes that an
ACCME-commissioned study published in June
2008 found no evidence that commercial sup-
port-free accredited CME is superior to CME
funded with external support.

Interestingly, research conducted by Best Prac-
tices seems to indicate that many medical profes-
sionals believe commercial involvement is neces-
sary if CME is to thrive. 

“We did one study reaching out to prestigious
medical schools and teaching institutions that had
programs that were supported commercially,” Mr.
Bogan notes. “And that quick little poll of small but
elite subgroups said that if all commercial funding
were cut off, they thought probably anywhere
from 60% to 80% of their funding for certain types
of programs would disappear.”

At a recent conference on industry support of
CME co-sponsored by the Center for Medicine in
the Public Interest (CMPI) and the Coalition for
Healthcare Communications, Jack Lewin, M.D., CEO
of the American College of Cardiology, explained
that organizations such as his emphasize trans-
parency of industry involvement in CME programs.

“We make certain that CME activity is abso-
lutely firewalled with a degree of scrutiny,” Dr.
Lewin says. “Were we not to have these addition-
al services, which we believe rapidly advance the
education of our members and the translation of

port for CME funding, and only 8% of physicians
who participated in CME believe that it is biased.
In fact, if commercial support is halted, nearly half
of the physicians surveyed said they would
decrease their use of CME.

According to Ezra Ernst, general manager, Med-
scape LLC, more than ever, physicians are reaping
the benefits of advances in technology and educa-
tion and, consequently, are increasingly recognizing
the value that CME affords them in their daily prac-
tices. This is evidenced by the 385% growth rate
observed in online CME over the last five years.

“The value of CME to practicing physicians
seems obvious,” he says. “Precisely as the practice
of medicine has become more complex, today’s
physicians have diminished time to devote to
learning about new disease management strate-
gies. The broad accessibility of high-quality, interac-
tive CME activities offers them unparalleled access
to insights from key opinion leaders and myriad
learning opportunities. (For more information,
please see the VIEW on The Value of CME.) 

In a prepared statement announcing the study
findings, Manhattan Research President Mark Bard
observed: “While there’s been debate around the
value of industry-supported CME, as our study
reveals, it’s important to listen to the voice of the
majority of physicians. Rather than pulling the plug
on a vital source of CME funding, the primary ben-
eficiaries of CME — physicians and patients —
would be best served by continued improvements
to course availability, offerings, and content
through increased collaboration among medical
and academic organizations, the pharmaceutical
industry, CME providers, and accreditation bodies.”

Physician feedback to ACCME’s proposed

might be helpful in evaluating whether this hobgob-
lin of concerns about commercial funding and the
impact on CME is real or just paranoia,” he says. “If
CME is differentiated by funding designation, such as
commercial support-free or commercial-support-
ed, then everyone would be able to clearly see if
there are quality and content-type differences
between programs created through the different
funding designations. I suspect that there’s a lot
more concern about this conspiracy of funding
influencing program quality and content than I have
ever found to be the case, so I like the idea of shin-
ing a light on it to dispatch any concerns.”

However, he cautions, the process could back-
fire in such a way that the adverse effect would be
greater than the benefit.

“The designation could mean commercially
funded programs that aren’t available anywhere
else could be eliminated from consideration
because people might begin to worry that such
funding means the program is compromised,” he
observes. “This would slow the information diffu-
sion process, the education process, and could
cause the starvation of funds for a smaller set of
program types. I think we would all ultimately lose
out if this were the case.”

PHYSICIANS’ PERSPECTIVE

Despite ongoing concerns about the potential
bias of commercially funded CME, feedback from
recent surveys conducted by ACCME and con-
sulting groups show that physicians don’t appear
overly troubled by it. For example, only 9% of U.S.
physicians surveyed for a recent Manhattan
Research study said they oppose commercial sup-

Dollar limits will
 necessitate that
 companies engage
national opinion leaders
more strategically and
engage more regional and local
opinion leaders in private
 practice.

More than ever before,
physicians are reaping the
benefits of advances in
technology and  education
and,  consequently, are
increasingly recognizing the value
that CME affords them in their
daily practices.

The added benefit of instant
access to a wealth of specialized
subject matter delivered using
many different methods provides
a time-saving and  
cost-effective alternative
to traditional learning 
environments.

With the advent of the Internet,
medical education developers
can deliver information
faster than ever. 
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a US dermatology company and its leading brand in the worst economic downturn since the Great  

Depression. With intrepid strategic vision and razor-sharp leadership skills, Mr. Wayne led and  
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hitting the water and transforming into predatory metaphors— a lion and a hawk— that are eager to 

penetrate and devour pathogens. Corbett Worldwide is a business unit of Corbett Accel Healthcare 

Group, one of the largest healthcare communications companies in the United States.

The HCMA congratulates  
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Jeff Wayne
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science to the point of care, the patients and doc-
tors who serve them will be harmed.”

CHANGE IS CONSTANT

It is always difficult to forecast the direction of
a sector as dynamic as CME. In the short term, Mr.
Bogan believes that the combination of a sluggish
economy and increasingly restrictive funding
guidelines could result in a shakeout in the sector. 

“The funding shortages will probably be felt in
particular camps and quarters of the CME sector,
especially the smaller firms,” he says. “Some really
good CME vendors could disappear just because
they were small boutique companies that couldn’t
overcome the market pressure.”

Aside from the continued debate on commer-
cial funding, Mr. Bogan believes the greatest chal-
lenges facing CME in the next year or two include
demonstrating the value and positive impact of
CME and optimization of CME delivery.

Michael Zilligen, general manager of ProCom, a
CommonHealth company, says education has
changed forever in the wake of the Internet, which
has made information available to more people
than ever before. 

“In medical education, the added benefit of
instant access to a wealth of specialized subject
matter delivered using many different methods pro-
vides a time-saving and cost-effective alternative to
traditional learning,” he adds. (For more information,
please see the VIEW on Adult Distance Learning in
Promotional Education Programs.)

Mr. Bogan contends that there is a general con-
cern about the quality of CME programs and how
educational impact can be demonstrated, which is
articulated most coherently by the biopharma
side that funds it. 

With most CMEs still favoring the in-person
model of delivery, Mr. Bogan says the next step is
broader adoption of technology. 

“We need to discover how to use technologies

to deliver CME at a lower cost and potentially with
more flexibility and higher quality, while helping to
advance the practice of medicine,” he says.

Karen Sullivan, editor/writer, ProCom, a Com-
monHealth company, says with the advent of the
Internet, medical education developers can deliver
information faster than ever. 

“Taking a cue from the success of online degree
programs, today’s education programs use the
power of the Internet to reach countless HCPs, and
increase knowledge retention by blending electron-
ic media with the methodologies of adult distance
learning,” she says. (For more information, please
see the VIEW on Adult Distance Learning in Pro-
motional Education Programs.) �

PharmaVOICE welcomes comments about this

article. E-mail us at feedback@pharmavoice.com.
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1707 Market Pl. Blvd., Ste. 350
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Phone: 972-929-1900
www.cadentmed.com

Full-Service 
Medical Communications Company

Cadent Medical Communications is a high
 science fully integrated medical education
agency who partners with our customers to
meet their objectives.

We have a passion and deep expertise in
 specialty markets, such as:

• oncology
• HIV
• immunology
• central  nervous system

Contact us at info@cadentmed.com to learn
more about us and what we can do for your
brand.

Caudex Medical,
Inc.

111 Eighth Avenue
Suite 723A
New York, NY 10011
Phone: 212-462-7820
www.caudex.com

Driving Growth Through 
Great Communications

Creative and innovative, award-winning
Caudex Medical offers effective, global and
regional communication solutions, tailored to
the needs of your product. Be it strategic
 consultancy or tactical planning, we deliver
the quality product that you want by blending
communication and publication planning,
 scientific writing and editing, key expert
engagement, meetings management,
 multimedia, and creative design. Wherever
your product is in its lifecycle, we can develop
medical communications programs, large or
small, delivering the right message at the
right time, to the right audience.

The Center for
Biomedical 
Continuing 
Education
1707 Market Pl. Blvd., Ste. 370
Irving, TX 75063
Phone: 972-692-2037
www.theCBCE.com

Accredited Provider of 
Continuing  Medical Education

The CBCE (The Center for Biomedical
 Continuing Education) is a full-service provider
of accredited CME/CE. Since 1999, the CBCE
has partnered with clinical experts in solid
tumors and hematologic malignancies to
develop and implement local, regional,
 national and international medical education
initiatives designed to accelerate the adoption
of best practices and clinical breakthroughs in
oncology. Our unique experience in oncology
and hematology has resulted in an in-depth
understanding of the nuanced working lives
and learning styles of the specialists, nurses,
and pharmacists involved in cancer care, an
understanding that informs the development
of all interventions.
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CommonHealth
A subsidiary of WPP
Group Plc.

400 Interpace Pkwy.
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Phone: 973-352-1000
www.commonhealth.com

An Overwhelming Advantage

CommonHealth gives brands an overwhelming
advantage by telling a consistent, compelling
story across the many influencers of today’s
healthcare dialogues and decisions. We offer
best-in-class talent in each communications
channel, coupled with a cross-discipline
 perspective shared by every member of our
organization. Our model of surrounding a brand
with channel expertise is designed to support
our clients’ efforts to break through the
 crowded marketplace with innovative, winning
solutions. We’re organized this way to help our
clients thrive, so their brands can outperform
competitors in the new healthcare arena.

Dimedex
American Association 
of Diabetes Educators

200 West Madison Ave.
Suite 800
Chicago, Il 60606
Phone: 312.977.1347 

About Dimedex

Dimedex is a division of the American
 Association of Diabetes Educators and is a
world-class resource for full-service diabetes
medical education development and  delivery.
Dimedex’s education services are turn-key from
needs assessment and faculty  recruitment to
content development,  accreditation and
 professional grade  production.  The Dimedex
marketing and  distribution assets are
unmatched with AADE’s audience of over 4,000
educators.  From papers to podcasts, seminars
to  webinars, Dimedex has the expertise and
resources to bring your medical education
 messages to life.

ePharmaSolutions,
Inc.

625 Ridge Pike, Building E
Suite 402
Conshohocken, PA 19428
Phone: 610.832.2100
www.epharmasolutions.com

Clinical Performance 
Improvement Solutions 

ePharmaSolutions is a clinical services 
provider that helps the top 20 pharmaceutical
companies in the world accelerate and improve
their clinical trials. Our technology-enhanced
solutions have supported the qualification and
activation of more than 150,000 clinical
researchers in 107 countries.
To learn more, contact Lance Converse
at 1-610-832-2100.

MEBN

6 Partridge Ln.
Londonberry, NH 03053
Phone: 603-432-7099   
www.mebn.net

Changing the Way Healthcare Learns

MEBN stands for integrity, quality and
 innovation in healthcare education. Our brands
CME-TODAY and CE-TODAY are recognized by
thousands of healthcare professionals as a
trusted resource for evidence-based education.
Established in 1999, MEBN’s expertise lies in
developing comprehensive educational plans
that blend adult learning principles with
 innovative educational formats to deliver
 longitudinal measurable outcomes. Our unique
A4 Learner Relationship Management
 System™ enables us to monitor application of
new knowledge and behavior change over
time. MEBN is an ACCME Accredited Provider.

Medscape LLC

370 Seventh Ave, Suite 1101
New York, NY 10001
Phone: 212-301-6700 
www.medscapecme.com

Accredited Provider, 
Online Education Leader

Medscape LLC is an ACCME, ANCC, and
ACPE accredited provider with a fully
 dedicated editorial staff that develops and
publishes independent educational content
on 33 specialty-focused Web sites.
 Medscape LLC reaches the largest online
community of US healthcare professionals
including 500,000 physicians, and conducts
outcomes studies to measure the
 effectiveness of our activities. In 2008,
 Medscape LLC issued 5.2 million CME/CE
certificates.

NXLevel 
Solutions

57 Hamilton Ave., Ste. 303
Hopewell, NJ 08525
Phone: 609-466-2828
nxlevelsolutions.com

Fully Engaged Learning

NXLevel Solutions has made it a mission to
support our clients’ success by developing
engaging and instructionally sound learning
solutions. The results of these efforts have 
led to NXLevel’s unique instructional approach,
which we call Fully Engaged Learning. By
 creating an active learning environment with
practical reinforcement, Fully Engaged
 Learning involves the student throughout the
training experience. This equates to
 measurable performance improvement for 
our clients. NXLevel Solutions: Fully Engaged
Learning, PharmaCertify, KnowledgePath, 
and the i-prism family of learning products.
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DIGITAL EDITION — BONUS CONTENT

or example, some providers were confused
as to whether industry employees could
submit abstracts for poster sessions inside
accredited CME, while others sought clarifi-

cation around education on medical devices that
might require the technical skills of an industry
employee. Here is a sampling:

Can employees of commercial  interests
serve as planners or speakers in

ACCME-accredited CME activities?
If the content of CME that the employee of
the commercial interest controls relates to

the business lines and products of its employer —
no. If the content of CME that the employee of
the commercial interest controls does not relate
to the business lines and products of its employer
— yes.

Can we offer accredited CME activities
on research that was controlled in

some way by a commercial interest, either
through funding, collaboration, or 
involvement of the commercial interests’ 
staff in the research itself?

Yes, as long as the CME activity complies
with the ACCME’s accreditation criteria,

including the ACCME Standards for Commercial
Support. It is understood and accepted that indus-
try conducts its own research and that industry
partners, as funder or collaborator, in research pro-
jects. An important step in the translation of dis-
covery to practice is the dissemination of the results
of this research. There are several layers of internal
and external controls already in place to manage
the conduct of research (e.g., Institutional Review
Boards, government agencies) and the dissemina-

tion of results (e.g., editors, peer review, interna-
tional standards). The ACCME does not intend to
interfere with these carefully managed phases.

However, when an organization chooses to
base its CME content on research the organiza-
tion assumes responsibilities related to CME,
including compliance with the ACCME Standards
for Commercial Support. The CME content (not
the research that has already taken place or is tak-
ing place) cannot be controlled by a commercial
interest. As an example, industry employees can-
not deliver oral presentations and cannot author
enduring materials that are accredited CME if the
CME content relates to business lines or products
of their employer. �

Source: The Accreditation Council for Continuing  Medical

Education. For more information, visit accme.org.
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Clearer Guidelines
In March 2009, the ACCME added a number of clarifications to its guidelines on commercial

involvement in CME and its impact on CME accreditation 

in response to questions from accredited CME providers seeking 

CLARIFICATION ON THE ISSUE OF ALLOWING EMPLOYEES OF COMMERCIAL 
INTERESTS TO PLAN AND/OR TEACH INSIDE ACCREDITED CME.

by Carolyn Gretton

F
Q

A

Q

A

Selected responses to the ACCME’s proposed “commercial support-free” designation

Cost Prohibitive
“As a small organization, I feel that commercial-

free rules have a more significant impact on us than
larger organizations. As I look to create technology-
based educational products, the cost is high. I have
been quoted $25,000 to $50,000 and more. 

We can never make this cost up in sales. We
also don’t have the ability to do the work in house
or with volunteers.”
— Unidentified accredited CME provider,
in response to ACCME’s proposed
 “commercial support-free” designation. 

Out of Business
“I think this policy would damage the providers

that continue to receive any commercial support in
any amount. 

I have seen CME grant funding decrease by
$30,000 in the last two years for my program; I pre-
dict by next year, we will not be receiving any com-
mercial support anyway.”
— Unidentified accredited CME provider,

the issue, and/or further publicize the results of
studies addressing commercial support of CME and
any associated bias.”
— Sandra J.P. Dennis, Deputy General
 Counsel for Healthcare, the Biotechnology
Industry Organization (BIO). 

Confusing the Issue
“Creating a multitier designation of accredita-

tions will add confusion, especially if the next step
will be fractional CME credits depending on the
designation. Simply ensuring the honest disclosure
of support and whether it is unrestricted or not is
sufficient for attendees to make up their own minds
about the program.”
— Jeffrey Uppington, M.B.B.S., member of
the California Society of A nesthesiologists,
in response to ACCME’s proposed
 “commercial support-free” designation. 

For more information or to read more  comments,
visit accme.org.

in response to ACCME’s proposed “commer-
cial support-free” designation. 

A Funding Distinction
“The AAFP objects to the use of such a distinct

designation, which implies that CME funded through
use of commercial financial support is ‘tainted’ relative
to CME funded solely by learners or through other
external support including government funds, private
foundations, or other interests.”
— The American A cademy of Family
 Physicians, in response to ACCME’s proposed
“commercial support-free” designation.  

Perpetuating Assumptions
“It is unclear what concern a new category of CME

would seek to address. If the ACCME is concerned
about a perception of bias (rather than actual bias), it
seems that creating a distinct CME category without
commercial support would serve only to perpetuate
unfounded assumptions. 

It would perhaps be more fruitful to further study






